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Hellforged spartan assault tank

From warhammer 40k - Lexicanum Space Marines Portal Death Guard Spartan Assault Tank The Spartan Assault Tank was a large heavy transport designed during the Great Crusade and Horus Heresy to carry a full squad of Terminator-armored Marines. Overview Originally designed to get through the Ring of Death around the town of
Aries Primus on Mars, the standard Land Raider at the time could not transport Terminators[1]. Such was the mortality of Ring of Death plasma defense systems that even with the use of the Spartans, only the fraction of Terminator squads could hope to survive the advance. [4a] The design is based on the famous Land Raider. [2] The
original Spartan had standard Land Raider habituation, two twin-linked lascannons (heavy bolts were not standard back then), but also mounted either a heavy bolter or heavy flamer on a tower on top. It was widespread after Heresy, but disappeared when the standard Land Raider was re-designed to carry Terminators. [1] The Spartan
design used today is equipped with the two hull-mounted heavy bolts seen on modern Land Raider designs, as well as a pair of sponsons equipped with a deadly quad-lascannon battery each. It is capable of transporting 25 Space Marines in power armor and has the largest transport capacity of any dedicated transport vehicle used in
Empire Saving Gorgon[3]. In addition, it is significantly faster than other Land Raider variants despite its increased size, due to its reactor-powered motive drive systems and secrets[2]. Many Space Marine chapters still maintain these enormous war machines as part of their arsenals and deploy them in war zones where even the mighty
Land Raider would be torn asunder. The Spartan is mainly popular in such chapters, possessing many Terminator suits, such as the Minotaurs. [4a] Chaos Space Marine warbands still operate Spartans that date back to the Great Crusade, most of which belong to the original Traitor Legions. [5] Technical information known as Spartan
Tanks Sire of Calth - by Ultramarines [4c] Images Related Articles Sources Sharing a Spartan Assault Tank of the Death Guard Legion during Istvaan III Atrocity The Spartan Assault Tank, sometimes referred to as Land Raider Spartan, is a heavy-transport assault that was originally used by the Space Marine Legions during the Great
Crusade and Horus Heresy, and later by the chapters of Adeptus Astartes that still possess them in their arsenal. Spartan is a massive vehicle, and is one of the largest land vehicles ever used by Space Marines, less than their old super-heavy vehicles like Mastodon, Fellblade, and Falchion. Spartan also has the greatest carrying
capacity of all non-super-heavy vehicles, with the ability to carry 25 Power Armored Space Marines or 12 Astartes in Terminator Armour. The Spartan is an extremely and completely sealed sealed transport armed with heavy weapons and possessing a high transport capacity, but the true genius of the Spartans is that the greater share of
its internal space is surrendered to carrying capacity, and yet the vehicle's engine and drive system still allows to travel at speeds much higher than similar size transports, such as the Gorgon used by the Imperial Army and the Astartes' own Mastodon. The Spartan Assault Tank was used by most if not all Space Marine Legions during the
Great Crusade and Horus Corros, and after the legions were divided into chapters during the second founding many of the newly formed Space Marine units preserved several of these vehicles in their arsenals. It is unknown whether Adeptus Mechanicus is able to build new Spartan Assault Tanks in the late 41st Millennium, or if the
technology is lost like so much else from the great crusade era. History of the Spartan Assault Tank was designed by mechanicum of Mars for Space Marine Legions as a way to carry their Terminators into battle. This was because land raider proteus, the only Land Raider The Space Marine Legions had access to early in the great
crusade, was not able to carry the bulk of Terminators and a way to carry these highly effective warriors quickly in battle was needed. One story says that the Spartan was designed specifically so that an Astartes strike force could cross a region on fire with raging plasma fires, referred to as the Ring of Death. Space Marines assembled
their Terminators and used the first Spartans to carry them across this region and lost all but a fraction of the Terminator Squads. However, the sacrifice did not prove in vain when the battle was eventually won and a new war machine was born in its wake. Armament A Spartan Assault Tank of the Death Guard Legion during the Great
Crusade The Spartan Assault Tank is heavily armed with powerful weapons and is more than capable of defending against an attack. The Spartan is a powerful war machine in its own right as it is fully capable of destroying entire teams of enemy infantry or tanks with its heavy weapons. The Spartan is armed with two sponson-mounted
Quad-Lascannons, one on either side of the tank, and a single, hull-mounted, forward-fired twin-connected Heavy Bolter. The tank's Quad-Lascannons are able to do fast work of most armored vehicles, and its twin-connected Heavy Bolters are used to provide cover fire for grounding troops. The Spartan can replace its Quad-Lascannons
for Laser Destroyer Arrays, which are useful against both enemy heavy armor and infantry. The Spartan is also always equipped with both a searchlight and smoke throwers, but can also be equipped with a Hunter-Killer Missile Launcher, an auxiliary system that can be used if the vehicle's main drive system is damaged or destroyed, a
flare shield, an extra layer armored ceramite for increased protection at the expense of speed, and a dozer blade for clearing debris and mines. The tank can also be equipped with a Pintle-mounted weapon, such as a Storm Bolter, a Heavy Flamer, or a Multi-Melta. During the Great Crusade and Horus Heresy, the Spartan Assault Tank
could have been armed with other weapons such as a Combi-Bolter, another Kombi weapon or a Havoc Missile Launcher. The Spartan may also have Frag Assault Launchers attached to its front, on both sides of the front debarkation ramp, to blow up the targeted area with shrapnel before its cargo of troops ashore. Like all Land Raiders
and their variants, the Spartan Assault Tank is equipped with a powerful Machine Spirit (artificial intelligence) that is able to take control of the vehicle and its weapons if the crew is killed or otherwise unable to operate the vehicle. Unit Composition 1 Relic Spartan Assault Tank (41. Millennium Only) 1 Legion Spartan Assault Tank (31.
Millennium Only) Wargear A Relic Spartan Assault Tank is armed and equipped with: A Relic Spartan Assault Tank can replace its sponson-mounted Quad Lascannons with the following weapons: Two Laser Destroyer Arrays A Relic Spartan Assault Tank can replace its set of hull-mounted, twin-linked Heavy Bolters with one of the
following weapons: Twin-linked Heavy Flamers A Relic Spartan Assault Tank can take one of the following pintle-mounted weapons : Storm Bolter Heavy Bolter Heavy Flamer Multi-Melta Horus Heresy Wargear During the Great Crusade and Horus Heresy the Spartan Assault Tanks of Legiones Astartes featured different weapon loadout
options than those still found during the 41st Millennium. A standard Legion Spartan Assault Tank is armed and equipped with: A Legion Spartan Assault Tank can replace its sponson-mounted Quad Lascannons with the following weapons: A Legion Spartan Assault Tank can replace its set of hull-mounted twin-linked Heavy Bolters with
the following weapons: Twin-linked Heavy Flamers A Legion Spartan Assault Tank can take one of the following pintle-mounted weapons: The Spartan Legion Assault Tank can also have a wide range of vehicle equipment such as : Variants The Spartan Assault Tank has several different variants, including the following: Typhon Heavy
Siege Tank - Typhon Heavy Siege Tank is a variant of the Spartan Assault Tank that was designed to be used during sieges and is equipped with a powerful siege weapon known as Dreadhammer Siege Cannon. Typhon was developed by Mechanicum during the Great Crusade in response to a request from the Primarch of the Iron
Warriors Legion, Perturabo, for an Astartes vehicle that could quickly deploy heavy, fortress-breaking firepower to the front so that no time would be lost while waiting for the imperial army's slow artillery batteries. Cerberus Heavy Tank Destroyer - The Cerberus Heavy Tank was a rare experimental variant of the Spartan Assault Tank.
Cerberus is designed by Mechanicum to use the massive interior space of the Spartan chassis to mount a Neutron Laser Projector, a more powerful and unstable variant of the Neutron Laser Cannon that would later be used by Astartes' Sabre Tank Hunters and Valdor Tank Hunters of the Imperial Army. It is believed that the Neutron
Laser Battery was scaled down to create the smaller, and more stable, Neutron Laser Cannon. When Cerberus was used for field testing of the first Neutron-based weapons, they were not as widely produced as the other Spartan variants. Land Raider Phobos - Although Land Raider Phobos does not use the Spartans chassis, many of
the design features of the Spartan, and the older Land Raider Proteus, would be incorporated into the first Land Raider that could transport Terminators. Sometime during the latter half of the great crusade, Mechanicum Developed Land Raider Phobos as the primary replacement for Land Raider Proteus. Land Raider Phobos takes the
best of both Land Raider Proteus and Spartan Assault Tank's design. As a testament to the robust nature of this design, Land Raider Phobos is still used by every single Space Marine chapter after nearly 10,000 standard years, and has even spawned many common variants of its own. Chaos Spartan Assault Tank – The Spartan Assault
Tank was used on both sides of Horus Heresy, and after the death of horus at the hands of the Emperor the surviving traitor Primarchs and their Legions fled Imperial space, most to the Eye of Terror. These legions took their Spartan Assault Tanks with them, where they would be destroyed and twisted by the evil forces of the warpen.
Spartan Assault Tanks used by Traitor Legions are armed with weapons no longer used by Imperium, such as Reaper Autocannons, Havoc Missile Launchers and Pintle-mounted Combi weapons. The vehicle's crew may even be permanently fused to the vehicle itself, or the tank can be controlled by Demons. Known users of Spartan
Assault Tank The following are the known users of Spartan Assault Tank: Space Marine Legions – The Spartan Assault Tank was used by most, if not all, of the original Space Marine Legions during the Great Crusade and Horus Heresy. Some legions, such as the Death Guard and sons of Horus, made particularly extensive use of the
Spartan tank. Second founding chapters – When the Space Marine Legions were divided into 1,000 man chapters during the second founding any Spartan Assault Tanks that survived the Horus Thiss and the Great Sheds were divided up and given to these newly formed chapters. It is unknown whether today's Adeptus Mechanicus is
capable of building new Spartans, or whether the technology has been lost. Chaos Space Marine Legions - After the death of Horus Lupercal on af Horus Kætsinde, de ni Forræder Legions enten flygtede til Eye of Terror eller i ukendt rum, idet enhver overlevende spartanere med dem. Chaos Spartan Assault Tanks er ødelagt og snoet af
deres eksponering for Warp, men dette har ikke negativt påvirket køretøjets ydeevne eller evne til destruktion på nogen måde. Adeptus Mechanicus Tekniske specifikationer Spartan Assault Tank Vehicle Navn: Spartan Assault Tank Main Armament: 2 Sponson-monteret Quad-Lascannons Smede World of Origin: Anvilus XI Sekundær
bevæbning: Hull-monteret twin-linked Heavy Bolters Kendte Mønstre: I - VI Traverse: 180 grader Crew: En driver, En Gunner Elevation: -32 til 55 grader Kraftplan: Antomantisk Core med Ekstra Reaktor Main Ammunition: Ubegrænset; cell power feed Weight: 165 tonnes Secondary Ammunition: 800 Rounds Length: 10 metres Armour:
Width: 6.1 metres w/ Sponsons Height: 5 metres Superstructure: 95 millimetres Ground Clearance: 0.5 metres Hull: 95 millimetres Max Speed On-Road: 45 kilometres per hour Gun Mantlet: N/A Max Speed Off-Road: 38 kilometres per hour Vehicle Designation: Unknown Transport Capacity: 25 Space Marines or 12 Terminators Firing
Ports: Unknown Access Points: 1 Front Assault Ramp, 2 Side Doors Turret: N/A See Also Sources The Horus Heresy - Book One: Betrayal (Forge World Series) by Alan Bligh, pp. 24-25, 32-33, 54, 57, 125, 135, 222 The Horus Heresy - Book Two: Massacre (Forge World Series) by Alan Bligh, pg. 101 The Horus Heresy - Book Three:
Extermination (Forge World Series) by Alan Bligh , s. 98-99, 135, 146-147, 173, 182, 252 The Horus Heresy - Book Four: Conquest (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 32-33 The Horus Heresy - Book Five: Tempest (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 102-103 The Horus Heresy - Book Six: Retribution (Forge World Series) af Alan
Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World
Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven : Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. 100-101 The Horus Heresy - Book Seven: Inferno (Forge World Series) af Alan Bligh, s. s. 49, 65 The Horus Heresy: Legiones Astartes -
Age of Darkness Army List, pg. 70 Imperial Armour Index: Forces of the Adeptus Astartes (8. Edition), pg. 17 Imperial Armour Volume Two (Second Edition) - War Machines of the Adeptus Astartes, s. 24, 116-119 Imperial Armour Volume Twelve - The Fall of Orpheus, s. 54-55, 156 White Dwarf 119 (UK), Spartan: Land Raider Variant for
Terminator Transport , s. 60-64 Gallery Night Lords Legion Spartan Assault Tank (Betegnelse Ukendt); dette carries terrifying symbols of death and woe, often drawn from the bloody culture of Nostramo, but in most cases universal to all human cultures. A Spartan Assault Tank of The Death Guard LegionA Spartan Assault Tank by sons
of Horus LegionAn Ultramarines Legion Spartan Assault Tank, Ardentian, who served with armored companies in Ultramarines' 4th chapter throughout the Battle of Ithraca during the Calth Atrocity.Raven Guard Legion Spartan Assault Tank, Valravn to that deployed in Istvaan V with the Legion's 48th Heavy Company, an armored
vanguard attack unit. It was lost assaulting Sons of Horus positions but would later reappear after being rescued by Traitor Night Lords.A Spartan Assault Tank of Red Scorpions ChapterA pict-capture of a Spartan Assault Tank of Raven GuardA Spartan Assault Tank of Raven Guard crosses the battlefieldAn old pict-conquest of a
Spartan Assault tank under Horus HeresyOriginal Mark I Raid Lander Spartan , Rogue Trader EraTool an image for this gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noticed.
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